
Door opening detector
INSTRUCTION MANUAL

Specially designed for deaf and hearing impaired people.



All your products are already 
connected to each other.
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The contents of your package
Door opening detector



A - Door opening detector

B - Double sided adhesive
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The contents of your package
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C - Battery

B

D - Manual instruction in english
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Door opening detector
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A - Operating LED

B - Antenna

C - Double sided adhesive

Technical Specifications

Easy and simple to install 
Dimensions (height x width x depth): 67 x 37 x 12 mm 
Power supply: 12V battery included 
Battery autonomy: 6 months
Transmission frequency: 433,33 Mhz
Distance between each detector: 150 meters maximum in free fields

2-year guarantee

E - Battery

D - Magnet
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Introduction

The door opening detector DOF13 is designed to be used with at least one Jenile’s 
flash device or vibrator.

The door opening detector is composed of two items: one detector and one 
magnet. The two items of the detector have to be fixed on doors or windows with 
the magnet on one side and the detector on the other (depending on the swing 
direction of the door: either on the door frame or on the door itself).

The radio-frequency pulses (433 MHZ) are transmitted wireless to the Jenile flash 
receivers or vibrators.

Setting

Please refer to your Jenile flash device instruction manual to connect devices to one 
another. If the connection fails, please contact our customer service department.  

After the installation, the detector is automatically linked to the flash systems and to 
the Jenile vibrators. Warning, if you press too long on the CBM Cube’s plug, it will 
be disconnected.
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Installations

The door opening detector DOF13 has to be placed indoors, vertically or horizontal-
ly, on a door, a window or a bay window. The detector (the main part of the device) 
has to be located on a stable door jamb or window and the magnet has to be 
positioned on the opening and moving part of it.

The two items of the device must be aligned and the maximum deviation between 
them must not exceed 1 cm. (It is sometimes adequate to add wedges – these 
wedges are not provided).

1 cm
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If the detector has to be installed on a PVC/aluminum door or window, it is not 
recommended to drill them so as to keep the isolation.

Note : The detector’s LED must flash to each opening of the door or the window.
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If it doesn’t, please check that the distance between the two items is inferior to 1 cm 
and/or put the main part of the device (with the battery) the other way round (180° 
rotation)
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Signals and colors

The Motion Detector DDM13 can be used with all the receivers  from the Jenile 
range.

If you need to be alerted to 
the dooropening detector, the cube,

 the flash plug,will turn white.

The pocket vibrator has 
4 vibrations with 4 repetitions

If you choose to equip yourself with 
several door opening detectors you can 

also differentiate the alerts thanks
 to the fixed flash 8 diodes

door 
opening 
detector 1

door 
opening 
detector 2
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Safety & environment

Please respect the use and maintenance instructions. To clean the detector,  only 
use a soft and slightly damp cloth.
Never use abrasive or corrosive products.
The detector must not come into contact with any liquid. 
Prior to an extended period without use, please remove the battery.

As a consumer, you are legally obliged to recycle used batteries. It is forbidden to 
throw them in ordinary garbage as they contain toxic chemical that can affect the 
health and the environment. Use the means of selective collections made available 
by your city.

Keep the batteries out of the reach of children. Do not burn or recharge the battery. 
Risk of explosion.
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